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Flrst, it must be stated that our knowledge of the redfish
i which only in recent years has become of special importance, 1s stl1 

rather incomplete. Concerning its biology, the kind of food, the migra
tlons, the spawning habits, etc., only little is known and part of this 
11 ttle is rather uncertain. However, for the mercantile fishing for 
this 'pecies, some of these point. are of special importance. 

As to the results of age determinations, certain disagreements 
e%i.t between various investigators. The ditterences tound do not seem 
to be caused by different rates of growth in various areas but sooner b, 
a disagreement in tbe reading of the zones in the otoliths (Fig.l). So .. 
investigator" among them those from the United States, state that the 
redflsh i. slow-growlng and that it only becomes mature at an ase of mor_ 
th,'!n ten years. Other sclenot;lsts, however, look upon the redfish as a 
rast-growing flsh whica already becomes mature at an age of 3-4 years. 
Others again have a standpoint more or less mldway between these two 
extremes. This problem ought to be solved by direct discussion between 
the various scientists. The problem is af the utmost importance for 
judging the productlvity of the various stocks of redfish, the amount at 
fishing that the stocks can aurf_r, and for the consideration of the 
possibilities for recru1tment within more or laas depleted stocka. 

or the same 1mporta~ce 1s the queation of the distribution of 
this speCies. iccording to Tanlng l tha redtish lives in the whole North 
Atlantic to the north or the Gulf ~traam, but wlthin this vast ragion it 
can only be tished where tha stock lives near the continental shelves or 
directly on the shelves. If this is so, then it would be completely im
po.sible to overfish the redfish stock as a whole, and the extant of the 
fishery would be almost unlimited as soon as wa have learned to use 
pelaglc fishing methods. How far this idea is correct ought to ba in
vestigated as soon a. possible. But evan if the distribution or density 
of the pelagic redfish .tocks .hould be much mora restrict_a, it i8 wall 
pca.ible that wa do not yet know the whole extent at the area at distrl
bation or make use of all filhlng possibilitie •• 

Since the beginning of the 30's the catch of the redfish has 
increased in the same degree as trawlers started to work in greater 
depth •• New fishing grounds have been found from time to time, yielding 
larse catches of redfish •. The first of thea. fishing grounds was the 
4-,00 m. deep ridge between Iceland and the Faroe.. This ridge was even 
named liThe Rose Garden" because of the rich occurrence of redflsh there. 
A little later a redfish fishery was started on the slopes of the Roest
bank (Lofotan). Later cama the following two new fishing grounds. 1951, 
the Finamarken Coast; 19,2, the Bear Island Deep. 

For these two latter areas, It i8 perhaps a possib1lity that 
redfish stocks of a size permitting fishery only have appeared in recent 
years. In these areas s'peclal research crUises by German ships took: 
place in 1937 and 1938 in or.der to find out to what degree redfish could 
be caught. Further redUsh ground. on which fishery has startad 1n most 
recent years are. 1953, the northern slore of the Reykjanes R1dge; 1954, 
the north and east slope of the Faroe-Continental Shelf. Icelandic and 
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apparently also British and German trawlers have further fisbed for red
fisb on the east coast and the south-west coast at Greenland aa far 
nortb as Lille Hellefiske Bank. Further discoveries of redflsh ground. 
can very probably be expected, 

Off large parts of the East Greenland coast, off the north 
coa.t of Iceland and at the edges of the Norwegian Sea, we do not yet 
know the possible fiShing grounds. Also the depths in which the redfish 
live in greater quantities vary between 300 and up to over 500 m. Exten
ded knowladge and experience will thua probably also in the future be 
able to ensure of further development of this fishery. So much is 
certain that the area of distribution, and especially what part of. it 
can be tished l is up to nOW not complately known. Therefore this fishery 
mu.t be regarded .s one that is still in full development. 

The qusation which now arise_ is to what degree the stock 
within this whole area of distribution between the Barents Sea and Davi. 

,Strait i. one sjngle .tock only, or if it falls into various distinct 
group.. The investigations up to now have not yet given any definite 
proof a. to this problem. We know, however, that a _mall separate 
species of redfish, Sebtstes yiyipal9ij1, liv.s nearer to the coast. Thi. 
small species is the most common one around the Faroe., and in the Nortb 
Sea it i_ - when we disregard rare visitors of the bigger species - tbe 
only one. Also the American r.dt1sb seems to be a somewhat smaller" ho
lated form. Already from the beginning of tbe deep sea fi.hery for red_ 
fi.h,a form,diff.rent in appearance from those formerly known,was found 
in various parts of the HE Atlantic. Since then this new torm has been 
described by Travin as a new species, Seba.tes ma~ella. Kotthau. i. 
considering tbis as a probable new species. This eep sea form is in 
ita outward appearance distinguisbed by its especially big eyes, the 
trunk~sbaped appendix to the lower jaw, and tbe lack of yellow pigment 
(Fig .2). This form or speci .. has up to now been found in tha deep 
water to the south'of the Bear Island, on the north west Norwegian Shalf, 
and on the .a.tern slope of the Faroe-Shelf, and on the ridge betwe.n 
the Faroes and Iceland. There is, however, the pOSsibility of a still 
more ... tern di.tribution along the Reykjanes Ridge and to West Gre.n
land. Ob.ervations fram fisherman .eem to show that this deep .ea red_ 
fish there is found in smaller nUMbers in the schools of the common 
.peci ••• · In this case the area of distribution of the two specie. 
would be very nearly the same, the only difference will be that the 
co_on redt1sh 11ve. at somewhat lower depths than the d.ep .ea form. 
Apart from the points mentioned above (Kotthaus, Travin) there s.ems 
not,in outward appearance,to be any further marks of d1fference between 
the two speci88. 

The frequently ob.erved schooling in separats school. of the 
two .exes s.emS to be connected with the mode of propagation, especial
ly the mating at least one month before the young are born. But also 
at other seasons, there seem to occur irregular and changing schoolings 
of redfi.h of certain sizes and ages. This makes it difficult to 
e.tablish the true age compOSition of the stocks. Even by a combination 
of many samples, it i8 not always possible to get a clear picture of the 
age composition. 

A very peculiar picture is shown by the German res.arche. in 
the nortb-east European seas during 1937-38. On the ConU1IiIIntal Shelf 
were found almoat exclusively larger individuall. However, samples 
fram the alope of the Continental Shelf ahowed a length curve with two 
peaks, the intervening length. of 25-30 cm. being only very poorly 
representsd (Fig.3). Tbi. size group was in fact never found in the 
stocks fisbed upon and it can be supposed that the individuals of tbi. 
group - as it is the caae with the Norwegian herring - form an ·oceanic· 
stage just before the attaining of ms·turity. 
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Now it has been shown that from the year 1951 and onwards, 
especially in 19'2-1954, an invasion occurred to these areaS of thiS 
91ze gruup, which for more than ten years had been absent. The frequent 
occurrence of' the size group 24~28 em Q 1n 19511 and of about 30 em. 1n 
the following year, was very obv1oU5Q The fact that it now' 
no longer appear. On the length distribution curves or landeo redfish 
(Jo°lg.4), nollO naving Just one peak at 30 cm., is due to the very low 
market value of such s~all redfishe A considerable redflsh fishery WSI 
de¥eloped off the coast of Fln~mark and 1n the Bear Island Deep~ and 
from this fisher'y con3iderable la.rge quantitIes of these uncommonly 
sl1all redfl.sh were landed. Had it not been so difficult to dispos. of 
these small redf1~h in the market) the quantities landed would have been 
even larger. 

We h~ve no observation, net even ideas, about the reasons for 
th1s, but it would obviously be false to consider the decrease in average 
size of redf1sh as an indication of overfishing ~ On the contrary the 
length curves from year to year show 1n cases a gradual moving of the 
peaks toward the right. This seems to indicate the presence of one nr 
several rich year cla!ses, These findings are, however, not always very 
conspicuous and irregularities occur. The length curves from Bear Island 
rather often gIve the impression of a repetition of peaks with two year 
inter'lals. 

An cverfishlng of the redfish stocks can hardly, apart from 
the American area, be expected, However, Frldriksson has shown that, to
gether with a decrease 1n catch per unit!! a decrease in average size has 
occurred. He agrees with T!ning in that the redfish has a very 1arg. 
area of dlstributton) and therefore feels that his observations show that 
on:y in f~w distinct places a thinning-out of the stocks takes place, 
caused by a too,·lntensive fishery 0 The German results do not confirm 
these finding •• 

Also around Iceland it looks as if the catch of smaller red
fish has increased considerably since 19,0. A more strict culling to
wards bigger sizes, than that used 1n Norway~ has almost completely 
hindered the landing of these small redfish. The separate curves of the 
length distribution in samples of landings Since 19,0 are very Similar 
to one another and show no steady variation (tig.'). Neither has the 
catch per unit of effort decreased. The statistics give the following 
data for catch per fishing day in tons for the German trawlers: 

Yea~ Icel!lnd N~.u:weglan CQls~ ~~Ir IsliDd Directs Sel 
193 • 4.1 5.5 5.1 1.1 
1946 1., 0.4 
1947 1.2 (8.7) 2., 0 
1948 1.4 3.6 0.2 0.1 
1949 3.3 3., 1.3 0.4 
19,0 ,.7 3.8 3.0 1.7 
19,1 6., 4.1 12.0 10.9 
19,2+ 6.9 4.2 12.9 15.6 
19~++ 9.2 2.3 14.9 12.1 
19,4+++ 7.8 5.2 28.7 0.6 

• Spitzbergen 1.0 • Greenland 7.4 ... 
" 1.8 Newfoundland 0.1 H. 
" 2.1 Faroes 6.2 

When we look at these figures it should not be forgotten that 
they do not show conclusively the redfish abundance of these areas and 
the variation. of the same. They are in reality influenced by the 
seasonal and. yearly variations in the extension of the fisheries. 
Especially we must consider the increase that has taken place in the 
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.ize and fishing capacity of the trawlers, Furthermore the increas.d 
demand for and search for redfish should be borne in mind. 

However, in no way do these figures give reasQA_for asauming 
a decrease in the yields (the possibilities) of the redflsh fisheri ••• 
The increase of the landings in Iceland that could be expected has no 
doubt taken place; this is an indication of the fact that the redfish 
stock there i. unchanged in size. However, the very big increase in 
landings of redf1sh from off Finnmarken and right up to the Bear Island 
cannot be explained from the above-mentioned reasons alone, but must be 
attributed to the appearance of smaller redfish, Therefore in no case 
can the decrease in the average size be taken as an index of overfi.hing 
but rather a. a considerable increase of that part of the .tock of red
fish which can be fished upon, caused by the migration to the Continen
tal Shelf of those size (and age) groups, which formerly did not appear 
in the shelf-area. 

THE END-
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Fig.2 - Sketch ot Sebastes mentella (lett) and Sabaste. marinus (right) 
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